
3202 'QT Resort' Port Douglas Road, Port Douglas

The Best Dual Key @ QT

This dual key apartment is perfectly positioned directly overlooking the huge

resort pool and with a Northerly aspect you will not find better within the

resort!

QT resort is the newest and funkiest 5 Star resort on the Port Douglas

scene, the property has just emerged from a multimillion dollar makeover

and has the locals and visitors truly excited. The restaurant and bar areas

offer a unique Port Douglas experience that has been a raging success and

is really just the tip of the iceberg; and just wait until you meet the friendly

staff!

The refurbishment has also made its way through to the apartment on offer

with the vendor splashing $11,000 at the property to take it to a new level of

comfort and luxury???.and this has not been added to the asking price?.what

a deal!

Inside the apartment you will find a fully self contained one bedroom suite

complete with all mod cons and full kitchen. The apartment(s) are separated

by an adjoining door that leads to a comfy one bedroom studio??.leave that

door open and voila! Now you have a 96m2 two bedroom holiday dream!

Both rooms are complete with individual balconies are fully air

conditioned??.and fully furnished, it?s all included.

Don?t forget that while staying during the high season that the resort also
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offers a true outdoor cinema playing the latest and greatest from tinsel

town, this is the place to stay and really enjoy Port!

The owner is looking to commit to another project and is offering the

property at a price to sell today, so reap the rewards of owning an ?as new?

apartment in the best thing to hit Port Douglas for a long, long time!

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


